The Constitution in Times of Crisis

Educational Resources

Engage

Ken Burns joins Jeffrey Rosen to discuss the American Revolution, the Civil War and Reconstruction, World War II, and the Great Depression, as part of the Center’s online civic learning series.

Friday, April 3, 1-1:30 EDT
Join here: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_U8Vje_laRF-4aoj5C8d8XQ

Watch

To inform the discussion, visit Ken Burns’ digital platform UNUM for a playlist on The Constitution in Times of Crisis.

- Ken Burns on a Divided Nation
- The Declaration of Independence
- The Reconstruction Amendments
- The New Deal
- A full playlist of videos can be found here.

You can also visit the National Constitution Center’s educational video library for video lessons on the Constitutional Convention, Reconstruction, and more.

Read

Interactive Constitution

Explore essays on our Interactive Constitution.